Abstract. We show that extremal local field on (E, S )T, with T = Z or R and (E, & ) standard, possesses the Markov property. This result generalizes that of F. Spitzer in the case T = Z, E countable and a result of G. Royer and M. Yor on extremal measures associated to certain diffusion processes.
restriction of p on éEA and /^[gléE^] the conditional expectation of a random variable g on ß with respect to the sub-a-algebra &A.
If a probability v on a a-algebra % is absolutely continuous with respect to another probability v' on %, we write v < v'.
We say that p is a local Markov field (resp. Markov field) if (A',) is a local Markov process (resp. Markov process) under p.
The main result of the paper is Theorem 1. Let T = R or Z, (E, S ) a standard Borel space. Let p be a local Markov field on (ß, &) such that (i) For every t E T, there exist t' < t < t" in T and o-finite measures vt., v" vr on (E, S ) such that p,,tJ" « V, ®Vt® V
(ii) &" (resp. S_00) is trivial for p. Then p is a Markov process.
We give the proof for the case T = R (the case T = Z is similar) under the hypothesis &x trivial (for the case 6£_ x trivial, we use the additional remark that the Markov property is symmetric with respect to the direction of time).
Proof. Let t E T, t' < t < t", v" v,,, vt~ as in (i), let k be a positive integer greater than t", S = {/, t, t", k, k + 1, k + 2, . . . } But by (i), we have pt,, ," < vt. ®v,® vr and u,.,., « 7y <8> »y> so relation (2) implies (5) ^(w, ) <£ ptt for ^, r"-almost all (x,., x,").
Comparing (4) and (5), we deduce that We call local Markov specifications (see [2] ) the given of a family it = We call /oca/ Markov field (or G7Ww s/a/e) specified by it every probability p on (ß, éE) satisfying (4) The characterization of Gibbs states of @(tt) possessing the Markov property (other than extremal Gibbs states) is given in [1] .
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